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Summer – when women everywhere are shivering from the office air conditioning and melting from the heat everywhere else. There’s really only one way to dress
appropriately – with layers. But not just any layers. You’re going to be taking your top layer off and on all day, so your first layer (a trusty shell or tank) has to look
great on its own. This isn’t the time for a cheap, seethrough camisole that has to be covered up at all time.
And you’re going to be wearing your top layer all day long. You don’t want to cover your outfit with any old misshapen cardi that’s been hanging on the back of your
desk chair for three years.
Lucky for us, Cushie b has layering pieces you can wear happily all year long.

Black Pointelle Knit Camisole
Now this is what a camisole should be. The heavy rayon/nylon fabric is opaque so you can wear it by itself. The 26inch length
gives you plenty of coverage. When a camisole is this well made, you can wear it like you would any tank top. The deep black color
compliments any color you wear over it.

Sleeveless Top
Available in black and white, Cushie b’s Sleeveless Top has just the right amount of embellishment. The design is simple
enough to go with anything, but the open stitch detailing at the neckline adds a bit of interest. Some days it’s simply too hot to
wear a necklace and this top will keep you from looking too unadorned.

Simple A Line Cotton Lycra Tank
Wear a tank top to the office? You can if it’s this one. Cushie b’s Simple A Line Cotton Lycra Top drapes beautifully because it’s
made from a heavy cotton lycra. It’s tuniclength with princess seams, so it’s chic all by itself. It’s not tight, but not too bulky to wear under a jacket or cardigan.
Cushie b’s Simple A Line Cotton Lycra Tank is available in Oatmeal, Black and Mediterranean Blue.
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Long Drape Cardigan
Cushie b designed the Long Drape Cardigan to go with the Sleeveless Top, but it goes just as
well with any other layering piece. The open knit on the sleeves make this perfect for
Summer. The fabric skims over your body, leaving room for lots of movement.
Available in black and white, wear this cardigan with a matching or contrasting top for
completely different looks.

Kimono Cardigan
Cushie b’s Kimono Cardigan has a yoke made from extra fine merino wool (so soft!), which provides the warmth you need in a
chilly office. But the Italian viscose poly body is light and summery, so you won’t feel like you’re bundling up for a ski vacation.
Cushie b’s Kimono Cardigan comes in Teal Blue/Navy, Silver Grey/Black, and Deep Red/Wine.

Pile on Those Layers
We tend to think of layers as a Spring and Fall thing. But if your life involves air conditioning, then it’s a Summer thing too.
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